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The Setting
The setting is a small isolated continent called Torrean. On this continent, there
are Five sentient races who each have their own country. Also, there is a small
independent city-state that is run by a group called the Pryan Order, which
consists of members from all five races.

The Races
Five races, and this is a furry story. Guess what? They be furries. Raccoons,
Skunks, Fox, Lynx and Rabbits. That’s them. What, were you expecting
something exotic? Well tough.

The genetics of these creatures is that they can interbreed, but their cultures do
not encourage this. In fact, most of them down right forbid it. But there are some
mix breed creatures abound, including one of the protagonist. *Dark sense of
foreshadowing *

Then there’s the Pryan Order. They will get their own section later on. Just to
point out, they have their own city-state, and since I am about to list the
countries, I just included it.

Race Country Name
Fox Isles of Tobr
Lynx Hrral
Rabbit Xantra
Raccoon Lotcyon
Skunk P’lfal
Pryan Order Heather’s Peak

Now, I will bore you with a basic race sheet for each race. The Pryan Order can
be found under the Important Groups & Characters section. Av. Height does not
include ears.



Race: Raccoon

Physical Appearance Grey to brown primary fur with black strips/marking on
tail, hands, paws (feet), and head. Head markings usually
are masks (bridged & un-bridged) around eyes or patches
under them and ears either fully black or tipped black. Tail
is long and thick furred.

Racial Advantages Excellent night vision and hand-eye co-ordination
Tendency towards ranged and light sword type weaponry

Racial Disadvantages Weak constitution – They’re really light drinkers.

Racial Dimensions Male Female
Av. Height 5’6” – 6” 5’4”-5’10”
Tail length 2-2.5 feet 2.5-3 feet

Feet Paws with 4 non-retractable ¼” claws and a dewclaw
on heel (inside leg)

Hands Fully opposable thumbs, non-retractable ¼” claws
Head Round ears, rounded muzzle. Female muzzles tend

to be narrower.
Musculature Equally proportioned upper and lower torsos.

Cultural Summary:

A culture of farmers and woodsmen, the people of Lotcyon have attained
recognition throughout the lands for their inventiveness and high-quality goods.
Primarily trading with the Lynx and Fox, Raccoons are the 2nd northern most of
the races, with a portion of their territory extending into the Colds. They control
the north-western shoreline of Torrean and are one of three races having a
border with Heather’s Peak.

Young Raccoons are called kits until the age of 15, when they are then ‘of age’.
They posses an intense curiosity in everything that lasts throughout their life. Yet
they do not tend to venture far from their home villages. This curiosity is
responsible for the Raccoons tendency to experiment with anything, boredom
being the father of invention. Hence Lotcyon is the leading edge in all
technologies, and this attracts the merchants and traders. Once again, the
curiosity of the Raccoons has influenced their culture, as the merchants learned
over the years that items of antiquity or curiosity are very valuable in Lotcyon. So
the Raccoons now have the world brought to them in exchange for their high-
quality goods and technical knowledge.

Lotcyon consists mainly of rural villages, only having 5 cities – one in each
cardinal direction and the capital Pross in the middle. Each city has it’s own
speciality industry, with the western city being the countries primary sea port.
Each Raccoon community is closely knit, with help being free given to anyone in
the same village when times are tough. For Raccoons, your friends are as
important as your family.

Most Raccoons are named after a family member of some sort. Usually distant
aunts and uncles or old grandparents, though some are named after their
parents. In Ryalto's case, it was so that he would always remember his mother's
name, though he would never get to know her.



Race: Skunk

Physical Appearance Black fur with white stripes starting at tip of muzzle and
along back and tail or white fur with black stripes starting
at tip of muzzle along back and tail. Stripes range in
thickness and can number between 1-4 (rarely more).
Rounded ears with inside fur opposite main colour (e.g.
black skunks have white fur in their ears). Tail fur is long
and very thick.

Racial Advantages Acute sense of smell – able to smell most poisons
Can spray from musk gland (range up to 4 feet)
Tendency towards heavy swords and heavy mace type
weapons

Racial Disadvantages Poor distance vision – Archers wear corrective glasses,
and avoid melee combat as they are very fragile

Racial Dimensions Male Female
Av. Height 5’4”-5’10” 5’6”-6’
Tail length 3’ 3’

Feet Paws with 4 non-retractable ¼” curved claws and a
dewclaw on heel (inside leg)

Hands Fully opposable thumbs, non-retractable ¼” curved
claws

Head Muzzle is box shaped and usually shorter than
Raccoon

Musculature Upper torso slightly stronger, more suitable for
heavy weaponry

Cultural Summary:

The Skunks are the most cosmopolitan of the races, with over half of their
population living in vast industrial cities. Although their technology is second to
the Raccoons, the Skunk’s products are still valued commodities as they are
cheaper while still reliable. With such a high population in their cities, the demand
on agriculture has lead to industrialisation of the farms. Though P’lfal actually
produces crops with higher yields than the other four races  (near 90%), the
quality of these foodstuffs are somewhat lacking. Thus, trade mainly consists of
ores and minerals for their industrial products, and with the Lynx and Rabbits.

A society obsessed with smells, they have the most advanced water treatment
systems in use of all the races, and only because they can’t stand bad stenches.
This is almost ironic as they posses a musk gland capable of spraying a foul
smelling, burning alkaloid liquid up to four feet away. Doing so without reason is
taboo, though, and should only be done if a life is in danger.

There sense of smell is also unparalleled, and are capable of detecting all but 3
poisons by scent. If the poison is strong enough to kill, they can smell it and
actually have an instinctual reaction to the scents. The three poisons they cannot
smell are extremely toxic substances so deadly, merely touching them can prove
fatal. Two of the poisons sources are two distinct hostile deep sea creatures, and
the third is extracted from a small, violet flower that is only found deep inside the
Colds, called Coldsleep Blooms. These flowers pollen can cause minor paralysis if
inhaled, and the extract from the petals forms the poison, if you can get them.

The young of the Skunks, called kits, are ‘of age’ at 15. As a race, they are very
serious and solemn. This has given rise to the myth that they only see things as



good and evil, or black and white, and cannot bend the rules and see the shades
of grey. The later part has caused some animosity among Skunks and Raccoons
in the past, with each race actually visibly portraying this myth, even if it is not
true personality wise.

The Skunks posses the largest, thickest and most heavy set tails of all the races.
Having a soft and thick pelt, the Skunks are rumoured to use the condition of
their tails as a means of attracting a mate. Whether or not this is true, the
Skunks do use them as counter-weights for the heavy two-handed swords they
prefer using.

The names of male Skunks are derived from their mother's last few letters, and
their father's first initial. Hence L'thal's father is L'mra, and his mother's name is
Cathal (pronounced Cay-t-hal). There is another skunk called X'ander, who will be
introduced later on (and his name is pronounced just like Xander).



Race: Rabbit

Physical Appearance Fur colour ranges from white to brown to black, with some
exhibiting a patchwork of two or more colours. Fur inside
ears is always white

Racial Advantages Acute Hearing, Fast Reflexes
Tendency towards quarterstaff and short sword type
weapons

Racial Disadvantages Low Stamina

Racial Dimensions Male Female
Av. Height 4’10”-5’10” 4’8”-5’8”
Tail length 4”-6” 4”-6”

Feet Paws on long legs
Hands Fully opposable thumbs
Head Ears can stand upright, but don’t always (indication

of alertness/tension). Muzzle is extremely short.
Musculature Lower torso is slightly stronger, more suitable for

faster sprinting and strong kicks

Cultural Summary:



Race: Fox

Physical Appearance Primary fur colour ranges from sandy yellows to black to
bright reds. Ears and tail are tipped either black or white.
All black fox are rare, but do exist.

Racial Advantages Acute Hearing, Acute sense of smell
Tendency towards ranged weaponry (e.g. sling, bow)

Racial Disadvantages Low tolerance of low temperatures (less than 5ºC)
Limited visible colour range (They see fewer colours, but
same range. It gets condensed into fewer colours.)

Racial Dimensions Male Female
Av. Height 5’-5’8” 5’2”-5’10”
Tail length 2’ 2’3”

Feet Paws with 4 non-retractable ¼” claws and a dewclaw
on heel (inside leg)

Hands Fully opposable thumbs, non-retractable ¼” claws
Head Muzzle narrows towards tip, and is longer than

Raccoon. Ears always straight, but have limited
rotation ability (can point towards source of sound,
or indicate mood)

Musculature Equally proportioned upper and lower torsos.

Cultural Summary:



Race: Lynx

Physical Appearance Primary fur colour ranges from sandy yellows to black with
stripes of lighter shades. Ears and tail are tipped white,
except for descendants of the ruling family which usually
are black. All black lynx do not exist.

Racial Advantages Acute Vision, excellent night vision, Fast reflexes, Acute
Hearing
Tendency towards axe and quarterstaff type weaponry

Racial Disadvantages Low tolerance of high temperatures (above 15ºc)
Tendency to develop headaches (sensory overload,
causes reduction in reflexes below pre-modified base stat
and fatigue)

Racial Dimensions Male Female
Av. Height 4’10”-5’6” 4’8”-5’6”
Tail length 5”-6” 6”-8”

Feet Paws with 4 retractable ¼” curved claws and a
dewclaw on heel (inside leg)

Hands Fully opposable thumbs, retractable ¼” curved claws
Head Muzzle is extremely short. Ears always straight, but

have limited rotation ability (can point towards
source of sound, or indicate mood)

Musculature Upper torso slightly stronger, more suitable for
climbing

Cultural Summary:



Basic Backstory

It all starts with a war. Specifically, the lands of Lotcyon and P’lfal are at war with
each other over a land dispute. This is surprising, as the last war was over a
century ago, and was peacefully mediated by the Pryan Order within the first few
weeks after the fighting started. In fact, this war is far more violent and
destructive than the last one, with neither side willing to back down. Both sides
are petitioning the Pryan order to side with them, as well as the other races, but
refuse to work towards peace. This behaviour was first noticed by one of the
Pryan Order’s masters before the war as the two powers started to accuse each
other, and she dispatched two knights – Toral and Brenei – to investigate. What
they found was startling, and both raced back to Heather’s Peak to warn the
Order, only to be ambushed by a band of Lynx bandits who slayed Toral and took
Brenei hostage.

Back to the war, the Lotcyon village of Brandur’s Well has been taken by the P’lfal
army. A skunk knight of the Order who was mediating a trade dispute between a
local merchant and a Fox trading company gets caught in the fighting, trying his
best to diffuse the battle. In this, L’thal comes across an older Raccoon soldier
wearing a small silver ring that has the Order’s seal inscribed along the insides as
well as the name Bret of Lotcyon. The dying Raccoon’s last request that L’thal tell
his son he is sorry for his fate. L’thal sets of to find the son, only the ring his hope
of fulfilling this duty.

In the village of Fallow’s Gale, a young Raccoon named Ryalto and his slightly
older cousin Tara are getting worried from hearing about the impending skunk
invasion. Tired of waiting for his father to return from the fighting, Ryalto decides
to leave the village in search of something better. Tara decides that she will
accompany him, to keep him out of mischief.

Dark plans are working in the lands of Torrean, and what will happen only the
Redshirt knows.

Important Groups and Characters

In this section, you will find a basic bio of all the characters and groups that are
important. I will update this section regularly as the storey progresses, so you will
want to keep checking it with each new chapter. New information may be
revealed about a character, or other such stuff. Hey, it’s my story and I’ll do what
I want to it. I am open to reasonable request and suggestions, though.

Please note that just because a character is dead, doesn’t mean that their
information won’t be updated. Toral is dead at the start, but his story gets told in
bits throughout the first few chapters. The same applies to Ryalto’s mother, Rya.
Heights here are those when fully grown, and do not include ears (otherwise,
Brenei would be very tall compared to Ryalto). And I have included phonetics in
parenthesis of what the names sound like for those that look a bit different than
how they sound (e.g. L’thal is sounded like Le-tal)

Finally, I am calling into the writer’s prerogative to be lazy and will leave a lot of
the character sheets incomplete. This helps stop spoiling the story, and lets me
get more done in other stuff (such as actually writing the story, for one).

Groups first, then characters.



Group Name: Pryan Order
 An order of knights that are the appointed protectors of the peace in the lands of
Torrean. They are based in Heather’s Peak, which they control along with some
100 acres of the surrounding land. They are politically neutral, and consist of
members from all the races.

To join the Order, one must pass Initiation, a series of test designed to discern if
one is ready for the tasks expected of a knight. Initiation tests the applicant in
four fields:
• Physical fitness – The applicant must be healthy, though not necessarily a

strongman or super-athlete
• Intelligence – The applicant must have some knowledge of real-world issues

and show reasoning skills
• Moral Character – All knights of the Pryan Order must share a similar moral

ethos
• Skills – An applicant should have some skills that he/she specialises in. These

skills are declared before taking Initiation, and tested. If they show no
aptitude in any area, they fail due to breaking moral trust, and cannot re-
apply. If they do show aptitude, but do not show a suitable level of mastery in
enough skills, then they fail but can re-apply. These skills include weaponry,
diplomacy/mediation, medical training, thievery/infiltration, and mechanical
aptitude, among others.

Anyone of any of the races and any gender may apply for Initiation. If they pass
and after taking their final oath of allegiance to the Order, they surrender all
other previous commitments other than family. This means that a father joining
the Order is still committed to his wife, children and other relatives. He is no
longer, however, considered a member of any guilds or societies and now is a
citizen of Heather’s Peak.

All members of the Order are well trained in various arts of defence and combat,
and it is unwise to challenge one to combat. However, they are peaceful in
nature, and will not interfere unless they feel that they are needed to resolve the
conflict. They live by the words ‘Violence is the first choice of the fool, and the
last choice of the Warrior.’ They are easily recognised throughout the lands as
they bear a badge of the Order’s seal, an arrow entwined in heather against a
blue field. Sometimes the badge is made of metal and so does not show the
colour of the field. Most common spots for wearing the badge at the moment is as
a broach on the chest or as a belt buckle. Some knights have badges welded onto
their armor, if they wear armor.

Group Name: Guild of Healers
The Guild of Healers is the most widely recognised group of medical specialist in
Torrean. Consisting of members from all the races, they are have no interest in
politics and wish only to ease suffering and pain. They will not fight unless in
defence, and then only if needed. Anyone of any race or gender may apply for
apprenticeship, but are only accepted if a Master in the applicant’s desired field is
free and able to teach him/her. Three ranks: Apprentice, Journeyman and Master.
Advancement into the Journeyman rank is given when two or more Masters
believe the Apprentice to be ready, though it does not have to be the Apprentice’s
Master. Advancement into the Master rank is given only when ten Masters or
more believe the Journeyman is ready. Journeymen are allowed to practice
medicine without supervision, but are not allowed to set up their own healer hall.



The Guild of Healers is based in Gandrol’s Ford, at the Rygel River Temple. This
is, in fact, the birthplace of the guild and the primary training centre for
Apprentices

For reasons known only to them, common attire of Journeymen rank
guildmembers tends towards blue or green

Group Name: Guild of the Black Dagger
The Guild of the Black Dagger is a merchant’s guild with no known base of
operations. It is a loosely formed group of merchants with one common purpose:
to acquire as much personal profit for themselves as possible. Morals are a
hindrance to these merchants, and they are not above a little backstabing of their
fellow guild members. Surprisingly, they do not care for politics, except in the
case of trying to manoeuvre a government into a more suitable position for their
trade.

The most surprising thing about this guild is that, considering they are all
merchants, there are very few Fox in their number, with it being estimated that
the race accounts for less than 12% of the guild members. Requirements for
entry to the guild are simple: You must be a merchant, you must have sufficient
gold to pay your entry, and you must know a few members already to support
your request, as well as tell you when and where the next meeting is.

It is not surprising that members of this guild do not get along with the Pryan
Order. In fact, the Pryan Order has declared that any members of this guild found
inside the lands of Heather’s Peak are to have all assets liquidated to the Order,
and the member left with only the basic supplies needed to relocate to elsewhere.
After the first 20 or so merchants were treated this way, the guild got the hint
and now considers Heather’s Peak too risky for business. Guild members also
tend to not like having knights of the Order near their business, and will actively
work to have them move on, even to the point of hiring bandits to cause mischief
elsewhere.

Group Name: Cult of the Fire’s Wake
An obscure religious cult, they are feared and hated throughout the lands for their
cruelty and teachings. They believe that their world is the dream of some all-
powerful god and that when the god awakens he will grant them life in the ‘real’
world. They also believe the Raccoons to be an evil dream-wraith race, here to
destroy the dream with their sciences and technology. As such, they will destroy
any pieces of Lotcyon manufacture they attain, and are so hostile to Raccoons
that they will attempt to kill them on sight. They, however, do not have this
opinion of mixed breed Raccoons, as the cult’s belief is that they are redeemable
and can help in fighting the evil pure Raccoons. Mixed breeds only get one shot,
though. Once they refuse to join the cult, they are killed (since they are only
offered to join after they have been captured).

Raids on Lotcyon villages by the cult are usually in the north, as the cult has
based themselves in the Colds, yet still inside Lotcyon’s borders.

Common attire for the Cult is a red robe concealing all with a pendant of their
symbol pinned like a broach at the neck of the robe.

((Yes, I know I am sad for having my own cult among my characters. Pity they
don’t realise that I am not all-powerful.))



Characters
Name Gender Race
Ryalto (Re-al-to) Male ¾ Raccoon, ¼ ?????
Height 5’8”
Weapon
Speciality

Quarterstaff

Alignment (D&D
style)

Neutral Good

Personality ? – I am not quite sure how to describe him at this time
Relatives Bret (father), Rya (mother), Lara (aunt), Tara (cousin),

Sykre (uncle)
Personal
Goals/Dreams

To join the Pryan Order

Notes Does not know he is a mixed-breed. Does not learn that his
father is dead till chapter 2. Has a tendency to develop
headaches, so carries medicine (painkillers). Claws are
slightly curved, but all other features are Raccoon-like,
though colouring is very dark grey-brown (looks black when
wet). Decedent of Gandrol, and is of the youngest male
lineage of decent (i.e. he’s the direct descendant of Gandrol’s
youngest son).

Name Gender Race
Rya (Re-a) Female ½ Raccoon, ½ ?????
Height 5’6”
Weapon
Speciality

-

Alignment (D&D
style)

-

Personality Unknown at this time
Relatives Bret (husband), Ryalto(son), Lara (sister-in-law), Tara

(niece)
Personal
Goals/Dreams

-

Notes Died giving birth to Ryalto. She is a half-breed, but looks
mostly Raccoon so was able to pass as one. Bret knew her
heritage.

Name Gender Race
Bret Male Raccoon
Height 6’
Weapon
Speciality

Long sword

Alignment (D&D
style)

Lawful Good

Personality Paternal, he loved his son. Will do his duty, and is will
sacrifice his dreams for them

Relatives Rya (wife), Ryalto (son), Lara (sister), Sykre (brother-in-
law), Tara (niece)

Personal
Goals/Dreams

To join the Pryan Order

Notes He succeeded in passing Initiation, but gave up his dream of
joining the Order as his wife died before he took his final
vows to the order. He could have continued as a knight of
the Order, but didn’t for reasons unknown at this time and to
raise his son. Died at Brandur’s Well



Name Gender Race
Sykre (psi-kray) Male Raccoon
Height 5’10”
Weapon
Speciality

Dagger

Alignment (D&D
style)

Lawful Neutral

Personality -
Relatives Lara (wife), Tara(daughter), Bret(brother-in-law), Ryalto

(nephew)
Personal
Goals/Dreams

-

Notes Owner of the village inn at Fallow’s Gale, and the village’s
councillor

Name Gender Race
L’thal (Le-tal) Male Skunk
Height 5’9”
Weapon
Speciality

Bastard sword

Alignment (D&D
style)

Neutral Good

Personality Cares about what is right, not about politics. Very polite. A
good mediator.

Relatives Cathal (mother), L’mra (father)
Personal
Goals/Dreams

Keep order and civility alive in the lands of Torrean

Notes Wears loose/hinged plate armor of Raccoon manufacture
with a badge of the Order on his left breast.

Name Gender Race
Brenei (bren-i) Male Rabbit
Height 5’4”
Weapon
Speciality

Ranged (prefers bows, but any will do)

Alignment (D&D
style)

Chaotic Good

Personality -
Relatives -
Personal
Goals/Dreams

-

Notes Grew up on his father’s orchid, and learned archery there.
One of the best archers in the Order, if a bit young. Needed
to grow up emotionally before he was held hostage, and that
experience matured him.

Name Gender Race
Tara (Tah-rah) Female Raccoon
Height -
Weapon
Speciality

Quarterstaff (Halberd, actually, but good with both)

Alignment (D&D
style)

Chaotic Good

Personality -



Relatives Lara (mother), Sykre (father), Ryalto (cousin), Bret (uncle)
Personal
Goals/Dreams

To see the river temple of the Rygel River. To not be stuck in
some mudhole and married to some jerk. Would like to
travel a bit and see the world instead of reading about it.

Notes Knows little about Ryalto’s past, but treats him like a
brother. Has a evil streak when fighting, and will ‘cheat’ if
outclassed or playing around. She seems to have inherited
the warrior spirit that Bret displayed, but also shows an un-
Raccoon desire to travel

Name Gender Race
Forel Male Raccoon
Height -
Weapon
Speciality

Poisoned Ale (don’t mess with the innkeepers…)

Alignment (D&D
style)

Lawful Neutral

Personality -
Relatives -
Personal
Goals/Dreams

To always have a few guests at his inn

Notes A friend of Bret’s. Innkeeper of the Golden Arrow in
Gandrol’s Ford

Name Gender Race
X’alo Male Skunk (white)
Height -
Weapon
Speciality

-

Alignment (D&D
style)

Neutral Good

Personality Truly wishes to do good in the world, but is slightly
superstitious

Relatives -
Personal
Goals/Dreams

Get journeyman status, get the proper equipment for his
career (he lives for the moment)

Notes Was saddened by Ryalto’s misfortune, so pledged him help in
the future if he should need it. Will become a good friend of
his in the future. Also mistook Ryalto for The Ender when
they first met.

Name Gender Race
Y’alris Male ½ Raccoon, ½ Skunk
Height -
Weapon
Speciality

-

Alignment (D&D
style)

Chaotic Good

Personality -
Relatives ???(sister)
Personal
Goals/Dreams

To find his sister.

Notes Mother was a Raccoon, father was a skunk. Learned that he
had an older sister after his mother died. Was on a search
for his sister when he was captured and forced to join the
Cult. Was in the Cult for 2 months before was freed.



Name Gender Race
X’ander Male White Skunk
Height -
Weapon
Speciality

-

Alignment (D&D
style)

-

Personality -
Relatives -
Personal
Goals/Dreams

To see the demise of Lotcyon

Notes A former knight of the Pryan Order, joined the cult of his own
free will. Kills himself from poisoning.



Legends of Torrean
As in any land, there are many legends, myths and fables to be told. This section
will contain any that I feel that you would like to know and haven’t yet explained
or told in the main story. Or that I am not planing on explaining any time soon.
Once it is in here, it stays, though, as I am too lazy to take it out. It will also tell
some of the races’ religious  beliefs.

The Poem of the Lost
Stars shine forth, from the sky

Show future’s light upon thy eye
Set the path for mine to see
Show the fate that is for me

Good or evil, foul or fair
Give me that path which was not spared

Forsaken is the past I had
Rise, the suns to bake the path

A ancient poem of the Raccoon race. It’s origins can be traced far back into
recorded history, and some even think beyond that. Legend states that reciting
the poem when you have lost your way or major upheaval causes you to doubt
your path in life can help you to find your way back to your destiny.

The Ender
In Skunk history, there was a famous prophet that wrote many prophecies.
Although the name of the prophet has been lost to time, his written passages
have been saved in almost perfect condition. This is because over the years,
almost every one of his prophecies have come true in some form and in a highly
recognised fashion. As his name was forgotten, his passages are now called the
Word of Akun, Akun being the name of the Skunk’s primary deity in their
mythology.

One such passage, when translated to common, is this text:

And so the end shall come, with fires raining from the heavens. The Fallen
shall rise forth from their exiled lands and unite with the Chosen. The
world shall seek forth a champion, and thus the Ender shall be born. Of
blacken earth he shall be made, and no white shall mar his sides. United
under his war-banner, the tribes of Akun will fight through the unending
night. Three days the Ender will fight the Chosen, and on the third night
the Battle will end. With the Ender’s victory the Quiet will descend upon
the world, bringing about a final peace. With the Chosen’s victory the
world shall remain untouched.

This passage has been greatly debated by theologists and philosophers of all the
races for many years, and no one has yet to discern what it means. Common
interpretation of the passage is that the Ender will bring the end of world and
complete destruction unless he is defeated by the Chosen. The only problem is
that in complete Word of Akun, there is no description to who the Chosen is.

There are other passages alluding to the Ender, giving more descriptions to how
and where he will first appear. But the most confusing of them is this one:

Orphaned from the world, he shall come forth. One shall recognise him
and shall bear whiteness, and one shall shepherd him through the dangers
that would befall him. Wars shall start and end, but he shall bring forth the
Battle. Under his war paint, he shall claim his path as the Night.



Most scholars believe that this passage’s subject is the Ender, but as there is no
direct indication of this, there is some debate. Some say that this might be the
Chosen, who is not mentioned directly at all except for in this one passage:

The Chosen shall come forth from the mountain peaks. They shall bear the
cleansing flames and purge the lands of all the evil they will find. Caring
not for family or friend, they shall join the Battle and so the darkness will
begin.

This has baffled scholars as it seems to refer to the Chosen as a group of beings.

Now to completely spoil it, and if you are smart enough to see this, I give you the ending. The Ender
is Ryalto. The Chosen are the Cult of the Fire’s Wake, who are the chosen of their god to fight this
Battle. The Tribes of Akun are the Raccoons, Skunks, and any of the other races that side with them
(most of the Fox, half the Rabbits and a few Lynx) and not members of the Cult. And the Fallen are
most of the Lynx, and the remaining members of the other races not on the Raccoon and Skunk side.
In the end, Ryalto will kill of most of the Cult’s higher priests, he will be killed, and the war shall
savage the land of Torrean so badly that the Tribes of Akun will unite under one nation, no longer
separated by race. The Cult and the Fallen will be basically obliterated in the war, and never be a
viable threat for the near future, thus bringing about a great golden age. Pity Ryalto won’t be around
to see it. Oh, and this is a great example of mistranslation and misinterpretation of a religious text.
(Don’t worry about the Lynx, as there are other continents that are inhabited, and another contingent
of Lynx there. But the Fox don’t tell anyone about the other continents till after Battle.)



End Notes
First Notes
This section is absolutely no value to the reader. I am writing down here just
some random trivia that you might like to know. If you do read it, and mention it
correctly, I will be very happy, though, and may do a Happy Dance. Or something
else nice, maybe name a character after you… You never know.

The idea for Quested Requiem started out with one sentence:
‘He stood there.’

It was Saturday night, the last Saturday of 2002, and I had been killed playing
Baldur’s Gate again in the mines. I had enough, so I decided to do some writing
and poetry. Now I think I wrote a poem that night, but am not sure. I did finish
some stories, though. If I recall correctly, I finished chapter 2 of TNT, but it might
have been chapter 2 of HK. In either case, I had both of those chapters done
before I finished writing Quested Requiem.

Anyways, I got to listening to a Nirvana track I had (You Know You’re Right, if
you must know), and decided to open another notepad on the desktop. Typed the
first thought that came into my head, and that’s what came out. So I sat there,
listening to Nirvana on repeat, and then started writing more lines. I finally
decided it would be a furry story, the He a Raccoon type furry, after a few lines,
and then I gave it a time/tech reference with the leather armor… And then came
the biggest shock value thought. I made the enemy Skunks. Now why would that
be shocking? Because I don’t hate Skunks. I think that they have a few
redeeming characteristics, and they can be adorable, if you can't smell them. So
here I had a Skunk killing off a guy I had set up as a (morally) good guy. How am
I to redeem the Skunks, which I didn’t want to portray as evil incarnate?

Hence the Pryan Order and L’thal. Make it so that the guy thinks that L’thal is a
Raccoon, and then have L’thal show a very healthy dose of moral fibre and
compassion, as well as respect for family. I finished the first scene, as I think of
the sections that I separate with five asterisks as scenes, and I sat back and
looked at it. Nirvana still playing in the background, I opened up another notepad
window and composed the poem, using my poetic feelings to decide what the
storey would evolve into. Nirvana had a heavy influence that night, and I can
provide you the lyrics to the song I was listening to if you want proof. Just
compare them to the poem, and you’ll see a remarkable similarity in length of
each line and intensity of the emotions of each line to the lyrics of the song.

Looking back at the names I chose for my characters, I had very little
imagination. Used ‘Ryalto’ again as one of my main protagonist, used Lara and
Tara as mother and daughter, hardly original spelling. Sykre, that’s a tribute to
Syke (Tiffany Ross), the artist/creator of my favourite webcomic. L’thal is
probably the most original name I came up with (just what was I smoking? To
think that up, and then the skunk country as P’lfal). Even the country names
weren’t that original to begin with. The first name, Lotcyon, is from Procyon
Lotross, the latin name for Raccoons. I then just started taking various names I
had heard before and changing the spellings a bit to make them different, for the
rest of the places. One other tribute, P’lfal. That is actually a tribute to Ilfar. I just
put an apostrophe and changed the last and first letters, and that’s what I got. I
decided later on that little bit of Skunk culture to do with male names.

That finished, I realised I had just started a completely new universe that this
story fit into, and yawned. So I went to sleep, and the next morning posted the
poem. That day, I wrote more of chapter one, and then started filling in my ideas
as to what each race and character is like. By Tuesday morning, the last day of



2002, I had chapter one written, and had the basics fleshed out. I then loaded
chapter one, coded in HTML, to my crappy angelfire website, along with both
chapters of HK that I had written in HTML the nights before, but hadn’t bothered
to upload yet. Anyways, I have actually received little feedback so far, probably
cause the link I set up at the Nice forums had a :p smiley as the link anchor. I
definitely need to work on my action sequences, but for my first multi-character
fight scene, I am rather proud of it.

Anyways, unless I get absolutely no more responses, I will at least write up to
Ryalto finishing Initiation. If I get a lot of responses, I will stop writing the fan
fictions and focus on  this a lot *hint hint, nudge nudge*. And  I have a surprise
ending in store for the very end, but whether I will continue the story that far
depends on if you readers want it to.

One last thing, I have written this guide so that you could easily convert this for
GURPS or some other RPG type game system. Who knows, you might like this
world enough to want and roleplay it. Just e-mail me if you want to, and I’ll send
this back in .doc format. If you get a few friends to say they would play it.

Second Notes
Yeah, it’s been long enough that I felt like adding some more end notes. Not
much more to add, other than you should be wondering a bit about some of the
stuff I’ve put in the chapters. Oh, and I would really appreciate it if you would e-
mail me what you think instead of just saying it on the Tag board. Yes, I do like
hearing praise for my work, but I would like it even better if I got something nice
in my inbox other than the PBEM RPG that I am currently involved in. Oh, and if
your name is Ilfar, you had better be reading this story. I took the time to read
all your stories, so the least you can do is read my little original project.

Well, I guess I’ve ranted enough about wanting you to use the e-mail links. So
what else is there to tell you in this section? … … … Well, I suppose a few spoilers
could work, but I already snuck one in somewhere. Now, find that and tell me
where on the Tag board, and I won’t be the least bit miffed. Of course, you
probably will be since it practically gives the ending away. You may not want to
find it…

A bit more on the topic of inspirational music. In writing the first three chapters I
have been mainly using the works of Nirvana and Staind, though for the Chapter
2 I was listening a lot to Mel C -  Northern Star.  Kind of fitting if you go read the
spoiler, but see the warning above. I have finally got the hang of using the style
control of Word, so this should be coming out nicer after conversion to .PDF. Once
I have gotten past chapter 5 or 10, I plan on converting this to a HTML type
guide, but that will take a serious amount of time, effort, and help as I plan on
using a frame type interface for it. That should please you who are too cheep or
lazy to get a .PDF viewer. Finally, I have removed the images I originally had in
as they were not being converted with the text for some reason. I hope to get
that fixed, but am not holding my breath. You can find all the pretty pictures here
once I’ve uploaded them all.

All content of this guide, including all artwork (which is original! I drew on the
same PC as I wrote this guide!) is copyright of The Redshirt (Jason Taylor).

The Redshirt is the handle for Jason Taylor. Call me Jason anywhere but real life,
and I will have to kill you. Or at least cause sever pain and property damage.
(Hey, I base all my characters on some aspect of myself. This is the one that I based Hedtra on.)

http://www.angelfire.com/space/redshirt/stories/QRimages.htm


Sections to come:
• Cultural summaries for Lynx, Rabbits and Fox – learn more about the

societies!
• Country profiles
• More Characters!
• More Groups!
• Minor animals of Torrean profiles
• Legends of Torrean

And probably more once I’ve achieved a sufficient state of inspiration and energy.

E-mail me at JT486@Hotmail.com for comments, questions, suggestions, flames,
and anything else.

mailto:JT486@Hotmail.com
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